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Skewness Correction for Asset Pricing

It is shown that, for CRRA agents, the sensitivity of risk correction for

any cumulant depends on the cumulant of the next order. This result is

then used to derive some interesting approximations for variance and skew-

ness correction. The ¯rst corollary is that negative skewness alone leads to

higher variance swap rates since the variance swap contract provides insur-

ance against sudden market drops. Thus, high variance swap rates are not

necessarily an indication of high variance risk premia. When the results are

extended to the multifactor case, we are able to disentangle the swap rate

premia into their skewness and stochastic variance premia components. Fi-

nally, we contribute to the understanding of option skews by showing that

only 1¡u percent of excess kurtosis contributes to negative skewness correc-

tion, where u is a newly introduced statistic that normalizes skewness with

kurtosis.
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Introduction

There is a long line of literature that establishes the importance of system-

atic return skewness, as well as co-skewness of individual returns with the

market, in the formation of asset prices1. The contribution of this paper is

to ¯rst recover the exact sensitivity of risk correction to risk aversion, and

second by using this relation to provide linear approximations for variance

and skewness risk correction without specifying exact return dynamics. Even

though results are approximate, this approach avoids to pre-specify a stochas-

tic process that imposes a particular functional relation between volatility,

skewness, and kurtosis. The results are developed in continuous-time within

the framework of the L¶evy processes, which are now given considerable atten-

tion since they nest the Brownian motion by incorporating jumps that arrive

at some, potentially in¯nite, rate2. L¶evy models are used to model time

1This research started with the early co-skewness models of Rubinstein (1973) and

Kraus and Litzenberger (1976). Harvey and Siddique (2000) show that systematic skew-

ness can explain an average 3.6 percent risk premium. Recently, Carr and Wu (2006) ¯nd

that skewness is also highly variable over time.
2Examples of in¯nite jump activity models are the normal inverse Gaussian by

Barndor®-Nielsen (1998), the generalized hyperbolic by Eberlein et al. (1998), the Vari-

ance Gamma by Madan and Milne (1991), and the generalization in Carr et al. (2002)
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changes (Clark, 1973), capture higher moments, generate °exible volatility

surfaces, and discuss market incompleteness3. Ait-Sahalia (2004) suggests

that disentangling the pure jump from the di®usive component may be at

the core of risk management, since the di®usive risks are hedgeable.

In the simplest case, the risk premium of a security, the di®erence between

its expected return and the risk free rate, is driven by variance. Since the

risk free rate is equal to the risk neutrally expected return, we may think

of variance as the sensitivity of drift correction to changes in risk aversion.

Our main theorem generalizes this idea by showing that when agents exhibit

constant relative risk aversion, the magnitude of risk correction for the nth

cumulant depends on the (n+1)th cumulant.

Widespread interest for direct exposure to variance risk has led to the

introduction of variance swaps that provide payo®s driven by the di®erential

between realized variance and an ex-ante swap rate. Since variance swaps

can be initiated at zero cost, the no arbitrage condition implies that the

variance swap rate equals a risk neutral expectation of the realized variance

for the underlying security. Variance swap rates (as well as option implied

.
3Carr, Jin and Madan (2001), Cvitanic, Polimenis and Zapatero (2005).
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volatilities squared4) tend to be higher than historical variance rates, and

it is almost universally suggested that the entire rate di®erential is due to

the pricing of stochastic variance risk. The often cited explanation is that

if there is no variance risk (or it is not priced), the variance rate under the

historical and risk neutral measures should equal. In the ¯rst corollary of

the main theorem it is shown that this reasoning is not always valid, since

when skewness is negative, variance is upwards adjusted. The novel insight is

that when SKEW is negative, a long position in the variance swap contract

is more valuable as insurance against extreme negative movements in the

underlying, and swap rates will be upwards adjusted according to

Kvar ¼ ¾2 ¡ °SKEW¾3 (1)

When we model the individual stocks as having a beta exposure to the mar-

ket plus a Gaussian idiosyncratic part, it is shown that the rates at which

individual variance swaps may be entered is

Ki
var ¼ ¾2i ¡

°

bi
SKEWi¾

3
i (2)

In a related paper, Demeter¯, Derman, Kamal and Zou (1999) approximate

the e®ect of volatility skew, de¯ned as the slope of the implied volatility

4Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1996).
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curve, on variance swaps.

Nevertheless, variance is stochastically changing, and there is great inter-

ested in the academic and practitioner communities in pricing variance risk.5

For example, by analyzing the gains of delta hedged strategies, Bakshi and

Kapadia (2003a,b) ¯nd evidence of negative market volatility premia. When

the main theorem is later extended to a multifactor setting, we are also able

to measure the e®ect of stochastic variance premia on the variance swap

rate. Thus, we disentangle the variance correction into separate skewness,

and stochastic variance premia components. More exactly, it is shown that

it is not the leverage e®ect alone (i.e. a negative return-volatility correlation)

that is responsible for higher swap rates. Rather, a bias in the strength of the

leverage e®ect, that makes it more pronounced in negatively moving (falling)

markets, is responsible for such high variance swap rates. The intuition is

that, due to the biased leverage e®ect, large negative returns tend to increase

volatility more than positive returns tend to decrease it. Thus large payo®s

to the long position of a variance swap will tend to arrive at states where

volatility has been upwards updated since inception, and thereby provide

5Carr and Wu (2004) propose a new method for the estimation of variance risk premia

from options data.
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insurance against such undesirable volatility increases.

It is known that the Black-Scholes-Merton implied volatility for deeply

out of the money put options is higher than that for out of the money calls.

Pan (2002) ¯nds that jump and volatility premia are signi¯cant for explain-

ing option "smirks". There is an almost unanimous agreement that these

volatility smirks are signs of a strongly negative risk neutral skewness. Since

empirical return skewness is not high enough, risk neutral skewness should

then be the result of skew correction. This is highlighted in a related paper

by Bakshi, Kapadia and Madan (2003) who derive theoretical links from risk

aversion, and actual returns' higher moments to risk neutral skewness and

option prices.

Even though, it is widely recognized that skewness and kurtosis (and

the jumps that generate them) are signi¯cant in pricing non-linear payo®s

such as the ones generated by options, the question of whether it is skewness

or kurtosis the most important factor in determining option smiles is still

open. The third corollary of the central theorem provides some new insight

by de¯ning a new statistic u that normalizes skewness for excess kurtosis.

It is shown that leftward risk correction for market skewness, ¢SKEW, is
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driven by the (1¡ u) percent of the excess kurtosis,

¢SKEW ¼ ¡°(1¡ u) (KURT¡ 3)¾ (3)

Thus, a fat-tailed return distribution generates an increasingly negative skew-

ness, only to the extend that kurtosis-normalized skewness u is less than

100%. This result generalizes Theorem 2 in Bakshi, Kapadia and Madan

(2003), which argues that the source of the negative risk neutral skewness

is total excess kurtosis, and is valid in the special case of symmetric dis-

tributions for which the kurtosis-normalized skew u is zero. We show that

for skewed processes, the u fraction can be quite high, and skewness correc-

tion small, or even zero. A counter-intuitive consequence is that, for a given

kurtosis, skewness is more heavily corrected for more symmetric processes.

In section 1, the central result for L¶evy cumulants is developed, and we

derive the approximate variance swap rate for the index and individual stocks.

In section 2, the relation of kurtosis to skewness correction is developed. In

section 3, the results are extended for many risk factors, and the relation

of stochastic volatility to variance swap rates is developed. In section 4,

the simpler case of stochastic volatility as an independent time change is

discussed.
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1 Correcting market cumulants

I assume the market index returns Xt are generated by a L¶evy process,

Xt = ´wt +

Z t

0

Z 1

¡1
xN(ds; dx) (4)

where wt is a di®usion, and N(dt; dx) is the jump counter with L¶evy mea-

sure ¼(dx). I further assume that 1 ^ jxj is ¼¡integrable.6 In the moment

generating function,M(s), of a L¶evy process, time is factored out,

M(s) = EesXt = etK(s) (5)

where K(s) is the cumulant generator of the L¶evy process.

For agents who exhibit a constant relative risk aversion °, the risk neutral

index process is an exponentially tilted version7 of the original process Xtµ
dQ

dP

¶
t

= e¡°Xt¡tK(¡°) (6)

Given (6), the risk neutral8 cumulant function of Xt is a ¯rst di®erence of

the actual K(s),

K¤(s) = K(s¡ °)¡K(¡°) (7)

6This is stronger that the general condition
R
(1 ^ x2)¼(dx) <1.

7See, for example, Carr and Wu (2004).
8A star superscript denotes a risk neutral quantity.
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The cumulants of a L¶evy process are horizon-scaled derivatives of its

cumulant function at zero. From (7), risk-neutral cumulants are recovered

by di®erentiating at s = ¡°. The nth order risk neutral cumulant is thus a

function of risk aversion,

cn(°) =
@nK¤(0)
@sn

=
@nK(¡°)
@sn

(8)

When risk neutral cumulants are explicitly written as functions of °, we may

think of actual cumulants as risk corrected cumulants for risk neutral agents,

cn = cn(0) (9)

The central goal of the paper is to provide linear approximations to variance

and skewness risk correction for L¶evy processes. By risk correction for a

quantity f we mean the di®erence between the risk neutral and actual quan-

tities, ¢f = f¤¡ f . Since economic theory anticipates risk correction due to

risk aversion,

f ¤ = f(°) (10)

the natural approximation to the risk-adjusted quantity is the linear approx-

imation with respect to the risk aversion parameter (or price of risk) °,

¢f ¼
µ
@f

@°

¶
°=0

£ °
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The linear approximation will be exact for linear (CAPM-style) risk correc-

tions, but in the general case it will be of the type

f(°) = f +
@f(0)

@°
° + o(°)

where the little o notation shows that only sub-linear terms are discarded9.

In Merton's benchmark case, the market risk premium ¹¡ r equals °¾2,

or equivalently, since the risk neutral drift ¹¤ equals r

¹¤ ¡ ¹ = ¡°¾2 (11)

which implies that the sensitivity of drift equals

@¹¤

@°
= ¡¾2 (12)

That is, the drift correction, ¹¤ ¡ ¹, is driven by the variance (i.e. the next

order cumulant). The above discussion is generalized for cumulants of higher

order in the central result for this paper:

Theorem 1. The risk aversion sensitivity of the nth risk corrected market

cumulant equals the negative (n+1)th cumulant,

µ
@cn(°)

@°

¶
°=0

= ¡cn+1 (13)

9lim°!0
o(°)
° = 0.
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Proof: From (8),

@cn(°)

@°
= ¡@

n+1K(¡°)
@sn+1

= ¡cn+1(°) (14)

Since cn+1(0) = cn+1, we have

@cn(0)

@°
= ¡cn+1 (15)

1.1 The approximate variance swap rate

Variance correction is less straightforward than drift correction because the

next cumulant can be positive or negative depending on the sign of skewness.

That is, while negative market skewness will increase risk neutral variance, a

positive skewness will lower variance. This observation has implications for

the formation of variance swap rates.

One way to take a position in volatility is to have a delta-neutral position

on the market. A more direct facility for volatility trading, available to

large investors, is a variance swap that pays the di®erence between a realized

estimate of return variability and a ¯xed variance rate determined at time

zero. Since variance swaps have zero initial cost, the rate at which variance

swaps can be entered equals the risk neutrally expected value of the future

realized quadratic variation.
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Lemma 1. The linear approximation of the variance swap rate for a

constant volatility market is

Kvar ¼ ¾2 ¡ °SKEW¾3 (16)

Proof: From Theorem 1, ¢c2 ¼ ¡°c3, and also SKEW = c3=¾
3 ¤

Informally, it is almost universally argued that variance swap rates are

higher than stock variance rates to re°ect the stochastic nature of volatil-

ity (or variance), that is to capture negative volatility premia10. The novel

insight here is that the main force behind variance correction that leads to

higher swap rates, is not negative volatility premia but negative skewness,

since negative SKEW alone generates higher swap rates even for a constant

volatility11. For example, for ° = 3; SKEW= ¡1:5 and ¾ = 20% the SKEW

correction 3.6% which is added to the actual variance of 4%. For ° = 3;

SKEW= ¡1:5 and ¾ = 30% the skewness-related correction is 12.15%, ac-

tually bigger than ¾2 which is 9%. The intuition is that when SKEW< 0, a

long position on a variance swap is more valuable because the positive payo®s

tend to arrive due to extremely negative returns, and thus provide insurance

against extreme negative movements in the underlying.

10The volatility premia connection to high swap rates is developed at the last section.
11I am grateful to a referee for pointing this out.
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1.2 Individual stock swap rates.

Individual stocks are assumed to have a beta exposure to systematic risk,

Xi
t = ait+ biXt + "iw

i
t (17)

with Xt the market risk and w
i
t an idiosyncratic di®usion orthogonal to the

market. In this case, R2i =
b2i ¾

2

¾2i
of the total quadratic variation rate

¾2i = b
2
i ´
2 + b2i

Z
x2¼(dx) + "2i = b

2
i¾
2 + "2i (18)

of the ith stock is systematic.

The ¯rst key observation is that the di®usive idiosyncratic risk does not

enter in higher cumulants

cin = b
n
i cn for n ¸ 3 (19)

As the next corollary shows, the individual stock in (17) conforms with re-

cent empirical ¯ndings (e.g. Bakshi, Kapadia and Madan (2003)) that most

individual stocks seem to be less left-skewed than the market:

Corollary 1. (proof in appendix) For individual stocks in (17)

SKEWi = SKEW£R3i (20)

The fact that the entire market is more left skewed than its individual compo-

nents seems counter-intuitive at ¯rst, but should not surprise since portfolio
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skewness is not a weighted sum of individual skews.

The second key observation is that since the idiosyncratic risk is not

priced, its cumulants are independent of ° and thus any cumulant correction

is the result of correction on the market risk:

Corollary 2. The nth risk corrected cumulant for an individual stock

equals,

@cin(0)

@°
= ¡bni cn+1 (21)

Thus, the risk neutral quadratic variation of the ith stock grows at a rate

¾2i (°) = ¾
2
i ¡ °b2i c3 + o(°) (22)

which implies that

Lemma 2. The swap rate for the i th individual stock follows

Ki
var ¼ ¾2i ¡

°

bi
SKEWi¾

3
i (23)

Demeter¯, Derman, Kamal and Zou (1999) approximate the e®ect of volatil-

ity skew (the slope of the implied volatility curve) on variance swaps. Instead,

Lemmas 1 and 2 measure the direct e®ect of actual market skewness on the

swap rates for both the index and individual stocks.
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The above results provide an indirect method of estimating market prices

(i.e. °'s) without assuming an exact return generating process. After having

estimated individual stock betas we may recover ° as the slope of a cross-

sectional regression of variance swap rate di®erentials Ki
var ¡ ¾2i on SKEWi¾

3
i

bi
.

2 Skewness correction

The contemporary empirical option pricing literature agrees that the so called

volatility smiles are signs of a strongly negative risk neutral skewness. Since

empirical return skewness is not high enough, risk neutral skewness should

then be the result of risk correction. It is informally believed that excess

kurtosis is related to the risk neutral skewness implicit in option smiles.

Furthermore, it is already recognized that fat tails are indeed responsible

for option smiles.12 Here we take this analysis one step further, by show-

ing that only a fraction 1 ¡ u of excess kurtosis generates skewness correc-

tion, where we de¯ne the horizon-independent kurtosis-normalized skewness

u statistic as follows

u =
3

2

c23
c2c4

=
3

2

SKEW2

KURT¡ 3 (24)

12Theorem 2 (page 109) in Bakshi, Kapadia and Madan (2003).
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Lemma 3. (proof in the appendix) The index skewness is corrected to the

left only by the 1-u percent of excess kurtosis

¢SKEW = ¡° (1¡ u) (KURT¡ 3)¾ + o(°) (25)

2.1 Why only a fraction of excess kurtosis?

Lemma 3 shows that fat tails are indeed responsible for skew smiles. Since

the full variance is responsible for drift correction, and the full skewness

(Lemma 1) for variance correction, it is tempting to ask why when it comes

to skewness correction only 1¡u percent of excess kurtosis participates. The

source of the confusion is that while for n = 1; 2 the central moment, mn,

follows

mn(°) ¼ mn ¡ °mn+1 (26)

for n > 2 the recursive equation is only valid for cumulants, cn.

Actually, from Theorem 1, the third moment is corrected as follows,

@m3(0)

@°
=
@c3(0)

@°
= ¡c4 = ¡m4 + 3¾

4 (27)
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So the correct relation becomes

¢m3 = ¡°m4 +3¾4°| {z }
not in Eq. (26)

+o(°) (28)

In the special case of symmetric distributions, the u statistic vanishes, and the

correction implied by the entire excess kurtosis still applies. Thus, keeping

kurtosis constant, the more symmetric the market returns are, the smaller u

implies a more aggressive skewness correction.

Corollary 3. When market returns are symmetric, the entire excess

kurtosis generates risk-neutral skewness

SKEW(°) ¼ ¡°(KURT¡ 3)¾ (29)

2.2 Individual stock skews

We have shown in (20) that individual stocks in (17) will have less pronounced

skews. From

ui =
3

2

(ci3)
2

ci4¾
2
i

and cin = b
n
i cn for n ¸ 3, we have that for the ith stock

ui = u£R2i (30)
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which implies that a larger percentage of the kurtosis is responsible for skew

correction than in the index case, 1¡ ui > 1¡ u:

Lemma 4. Individual skew corrections are given by

¢SKEWi = ¡° (1¡ ui) (KURTi ¡ 3) ¾i
bi
+ o(°) (31)

*******************************

Add ¯gure 1 around here

*******************************

The fact that a larger fraction of kurtosis will generate skew correction

does not imply that individual stocks have more overall skew, because they

start with a smaller actual skew (20), and, since idiosyncratic risk is assumed

not to have fat-tails

KURTi ¡ 3 = ci4
¾4i
=

b4i c4
b4i¾

4=R4i
= (KURT¡ 3)£R4i (32)

they also have smaller kurtosis to start with (see Fig.1). Re-write (31) as

¢SKEWi ¼ ¡° (KURT¡ 3)¾
¡
1¡ uR2i

¢
R3i (33)

and compare to (25), to see that individual stock skews will be corrected

more aggressively when (1¡ uR2i )R3i > 1¡ u. For small values of the index

u, a higher systematic risk R2i implies a steeper skew correction. But for
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u > 60%, this is not true anymore; as R2i grows beyond
60%
u
the individual

stock skewness will receive less correction; i.e. the sensitivity of ¢SKEWi

with respect to R2i becomes positive.

*******************************

Add ¯gures 2,3,4,5 around here

*******************************

2.3 The u statistic can be large

Since Lemma 3 is counter-intuitive in asserting that symmetry in the ac-

tual returns imparts more asymmetry in the risk corrected ones, a natural

question is whether the statistic u, which regulates the intensity of this phe-

nomenon, will attain large enough values for the phenomenon to become

signi¯cant. As is shown here for a simple pure jump process, the broadly

used gamma, u = 100%. For l; v > 0, the L¶evy measure of the pure jump

gamma process, °t(l; v)

¼(dx) =
v

x
e¡x=ldx for x > 0 (34)

generates an in¯nite arrival rate of small jumps, in the sense that the arrival

rate of jumps away from zero for any ² > 0 is ¯nite, ¼(²;1) <1. It is well
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known that the nth cumulant of the gamma equals

cn = (n¡ 1)!lnv (35)

and it is thus clear that u = 100%. In other words, the signi¯cant heavy tails

of gamma do generate any skewness correction, ¢SKEW= 0.

2.4 Two-sided jumps generate more skew correction

The simple gamma of the previous section is not a good candidate since it

won't generate jumps of both signs. We may easily correct this by combining

two gammas that generate jumps of opposite signs

Xt = °
+
t (l+; v+)¡ °¡t (l¡; v¡) , where l§; v§ > 0 (36)

When the v+ = v¡, this process is called a Variance Gamma (e.g. Madan,

Carr and Chang, 1998). The next lemma is proved in the appendix,

Lemma 5. For a Variance Gamma process there will always be some

skew correction (u<100%).

Lemma 5 is counter-intuitive, but motivates an important general ob-

servation that provides intuition about the skewness correction mechanism:

when two-sided jump processes are involved we always get leftward skew cor-

rection. To understand this general observation we have to consider what
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happens to the one-sided jump measures ¼§(dx) when we correct for risk a

two-sided process that combines positive and negative jumps,

Xt = X
+
t ¡X¡

t =

Z t

0

Z +1

0

xN+(ds; dx)¡
Z t

0

Z +1

0

xN¡(ds; dx) (37)

The two-sided cumulant function equals

K(s) =
Z +1

¡1
(esx ¡ 1)¼(dx) (38)

with

¼(dx) = f¼+(dx) for x>0¼¡(dx) for x<0 (39)

From (7) we have that

K¤(s) =

Z +1

¡1
(e(s¡°)x ¡ 1)¼(dx)¡

Z +1

¡1
(e¡°x ¡ 1)¼(dx) (40)

=

Z +1

¡1
(esx ¡ 1)e¡°x¼(dx) (41)

which implies that

Lemma 6. The corrected L¶evy measure equals

¼¤(dx) = e¡°x¼(dx) (42)

Lemma 6 implies that while the positive jumps are arriving at slower rates

under the risk neutral measure,

for x > 0 : ¼¤+(dx) = ¼
¤(dx) = e¡°x¼(dx) < ¼(dx) = ¼+(dx) (43)
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negative jumps are accelerated,

for x < 0 : ¼¤¡(dx) = ¼
¤(dx) = e¡°x¼(dx) > ¼(dx) = ¼¡(dx) (44)

This asymmetry on the treatment of opposite signed jumps, i.e. the accelera-

tion of negative jump arrivals combined with the deceleration of the positive

jumps, generates left skew correction.

3 The multifactor case

Since in practical applications, index returns may be exposed to multiple

risks, it is useful to extend Theorem 1 to the two-factor case. The extension

to any number of factors is straightforward. The index returns are now

assumed to be exposed to two risks

Xt = ´xw
x
t +

Z t

0

ZZ
xN(ds; (dx; dy)) (45)

where the double integral extends over the entire jump support region, and

Yt = ´yw
y
t +

Z t

0

ZZ
yN(ds; (dx; dy)) (46)

where wxt and w
y
t have correlation ½xy. Further correlation between the risks

may arise from the jump parts and no restriction is placed here. Furthermore,

it is assumed that risks are potentially priced di®erently, °x being the aversion
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to exposure to risk of type X; while °y being the aversion to risk of type Y .

In this case, the change of measure is

µ
dQ

dP

¶
t

= exp(¡°xXt ¡ °yYt ¡ tK(¡°x;¡°y)) (47)

where for simplicity we assume that X and Y are of ¯nite variation

K(s; q) = 1

2
´2xs

2 +
1

2
´2yq

2 + ½xy´x´ysq +

ZZ ¡
esx+qy ¡ 1¢¼(dx; dy) (48)

Following the same reasoning as in Theorem 1, we anticipate that the risk

corrected cumulant of ith and jth order with respect to X and Y respectively,

is a function of the risk prices

ci;j(°x; °y) =
@i+jK(¡°x;¡°y)

@si@qj
(49)

and, that the sensitivity of the cumulant with respect to risk aversion depends

on the cumulants of higher order as follows

@ci;j(0; 0)

@°x
= ¡ci+1;j and @c

i;j(0; 0)

@°y
= ¡ci;j+1 (50)

Expanding and keeping only terms linear in the gammas, we get

ci;j(°x; °y) ¼ ci;j ¡ °xci+1;j ¡ °yci;j+1 (51)
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3.1 Volatility premia and swap rates

Besides risk premia, there is now a growing interest in the practitioner and

academic communities for the incorporation of variance risk premia, due to

the stochastic nature of variance itself. When the ¯rst factor Xt captures

index returns, and Yt is a stochastic volatility factor, (51) has a direct impli-

cation for the formation of the variance swap rates, that is the risk neutral

rate of return variation, Kvar = c
2;0(°x; °y)

Kvar ¼ ¾2x ¡ °xSKEWx¾
3
x ¡ °yco-SKEWxxy¾

2
x¾y (52)

where, all the terms are as in Lemma 1, except for the new term

co-SKEWxxy =
c2;1

¾2x¾y
(53)

It is a well known empirical fact that returns and their volatilities are nega-

tively correlated, the so-called leverage e®ect. The co-SKEW term captures

a new e®ect and should not be confused with that negative correlation since

it captures volatility updates related to stock price jumps only. More specif-

ically, since

c2;1 =
@3K(0; 0)
@s2@q

(54)
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the continuous path dynamics of Xt and Yt cannot survive in c
2;1. Thus, the

c2;1 cumulant is only driven by the pure jump components in Xt and Yt,

c2;1 =

ZZ
x2y¼(dx; dy) (55)

and captures the tendency of relatively large returns (of both signs) to occur

together with positive volatility updates.

If large negative returns tend to upwards update volatility with the same

strength that large positive returns tend to lower it, the c2;1 cumulant is zero,

and the co-SKEW e®ect in swap rates will dissappear. On the other hand, if

there is a bias, in the sense that the strength of the volatility update e®ect is

more pronounced when the market goes down, which implies a tendency for

large returns to coincide with positive volatility updates, co-SKEWxxy will

be positive. In the biased case and if, as is empirically suggested (e.g. Bakshi

and Kapadia, 2003), volatility premia are negative (here this is captured by

°y < 0), the co-SKEW related factor will tend to further increase variance

swap rates on top of the negative return SKEW e®ect captured by Lemma

1. The underlying intuition13 is that the higher payo® to the variance swap

contract will tend to arrive with positive volatility updates and thus provide

insurance against undesirable high volatility states (since °y < 0).

13A similar explanation is discussed in Carr and Wu (2005).
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4 Stochastic volatility as a simple time change

It is known that volatilities that vary stochastically over time can be treated

as a stochastic time change (e.g. Carr and Wu, 2003). As usual, assume that

there is an instantaneous nonnegative business activity rate vt, and index

returns are generated by a process Y obtained by evaluating X in (4) at

random stopping times Yt = X¿ t where

¿ t =

Z t

0

vs¡ds (56)

Generally, changes in the business activity rate are correlated to returns and

one needs to use the methodology developed previously. The simplest case,

where the random time ¿ t is independent of Xt, is considerably simpler and

we treat this case here. Under independence, the instantaneous quadratic

variation rate follows

¾2t=(´
2 +

Z
x2¼(x)dx)vt = ¾

2vt (57)

Analogously to the time invariant factor cn in the conditional cumulant

cn;t = cn £ vt (58)
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we may identify the time invariant components for skewness and excess kur-

tosis, SKEW and KURT¡3, through the following relations

SKEWt =
c3vt

(c2vt)
3=2
= SKEW£ v¡1=2t (59)

KURTt ¡ 3 =
c4vt

(c2vt)
2 = (KURT¡ 3)£ v¡1t (60)

For CRRA agents, Theorem 1 still applies for conditional cumulants

@cn;t(0)

@°
= ¡cn+1;t (61)

and their time-invariant factors, @cn(0)
@°

= ¡cn+1. Appropriately modifying

Lemma 1, for the case of an independent business rate, and since all cumu-

lants are v-scaled versions of their time invariant components, we get

¾2t (°) ¼ (¾2 ¡ °SKEW¾3)vt (62)

while the approximate stochastic swap rate for a period between time t and

T equals the expected risk neutral quadratic variation over this period

(¾2 ¡ °SKEW¾3)
Z T

t

vsds (63)

Furthermore, since the u statistic is non-stochastic

ut = u =
3

2

c23
c4c2

(64)

and Lemma 3 still applies for conditional skew, using (59) and (60) we get
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Corollary 4. Index skew is less prevalent at high volatility states

SKEWt(°) ¼ (SKEW¡ °(KURT¡ 3)(1¡ u)¾) =pvt (65)

5 Conclusion

The ¯rst result of the paper is that, when agents exhibit a constant degree of

relative risk aversion, risk correction for any cumulant depends on the next

order cumulant. This result is then used to develop some general results

for skewness correction. Firstly, it is shown that negative return skewness

implies an increase in the variance swap rates. It is then shown that only

1 ¡ u percent of the excess kurtosis generates skewness correction, where u

is a new kurtosis-normalized skew measure. Finally, the results are extended

for stochastic volatility and multi-factor risks. In the last application, we

are able to disentangle the variance swap rate di®erential into a skewness

component, and a second component due to negative volatility premia.
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A Appendix

Proof of (20). The di®usive idiosyncratic risk does not enter in higher

cumulants

SKEWi =
ci3
¾3i
=

b3i c3
b3i¾

3=R3i
= SKEWR3i

Proof of Lemma 3. Using (13), the derivative of the corrected skewness

with respect to risk aversion at zero equals³
@SKEW(°)

@°

´
°=0

= @
@°

µ
c3(°)

c
3=2
2 (°)

¶
°=0

=
³
@c3(°)
@°

c
¡3=2
2 (°)¡ 3

2
c3(°)c

¡5=2
2 (°)@c2(°)

@°

´
°=0

= ¡ ¡c4¾¡3 ¡ 3
2
c23¾

¡5¢ = ¡ c4
¾4

³
1¡ 3

2

c23
c4c2

´
¾

Finally expanding SKEW(°) around zero and using the above value for

@SKEW
@°

¯̄
°=0

we recover (25).

Proof of Lemma 4. The proof follows the same steps as above, with

the added observation that for individual stocks @c
i
n(0)
@°

= ¡bni cn+1³
@SKEWi(°)

@°

´
°=0

= @
@°

³
ci3(°)

(ci2(°))
3=2

´
°=0

=
³
@ci3(°)

@°
(ci2(°))

¡3=2 ¡ 3
2
ci3(°)(c

i
2(°))

¡5=2 @ci2(°)
@°

´
°=0

= ¡ ¡b3i c4¾¡3i ¡ 3
2
ci3¾

¡5
i b

2
i c3
¢
= ¡ ci4

¾4i

³
1¡ 3

2

(ci3)
2

ci4c
i
2

´
¾i
bi

Proof of Lemma 5. From (35) we can recover the cumulants of the VG
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process

c2 = (l2+ + l
2
¡)v

c3 = 2(l3+ ¡ l3¡)v

c4 = 6(l4+ + l
4
¡)v (66)

Even though for the one-sided u statistics

u§ =
3

2

c§23
c§4 c

§
2

= 100% (67)

the two-sided u; which depends on total cumulants, is smaller

u =
3

2

(c+3 ¡ c¡3 )2
(c+4 + c

¡
4 )(c

+
2 + c

¡
2 )
=

(l3+ ¡ l3¡)2
(l4+ + l

4¡)(l2+ + l2¡)
< 100% (68)

as simple algebra shows. ¤
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Figure 1. For points inside the parabola a larger fraction of kurtosis

(1 ¡ u) is available for skew correction. All individual stocks plot further

inside the parabola than the index (ui = uR
2
i ). In the example here market

SKEW=-4 and KURT-3=30.
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Figure 2. When index u is high, individual skew corrections can exceed index

skew correction (here u = 80% and 60%=u = 75%).
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